REPORT

Event ID: ICVNB -
/2020

EVENT / ACTIVITY NAME
E-QUIZ ON LITERARY TERMS

RESOURCE PERSON / ORGANISER
DR. S. Abdullah Shah

DATE: From: 11/06/2020 To 15/06/2020

Number of Participants: 405

OBJECTIVES OF THE EVENT / ACTIVITY (Max. 700 words)
The E-Quiz on Literary Terms enables the participants to express their ideas effectively. It will make them understand and analyze the underlying structure of a text. This event will motivate the respondents to apply literary terms in writing.
"LITERARY TERMS"

Dear All,

Greetings from
PG & Research Department of English,
Islamiah College (Autonomous)
Vaniyambadi - TN

Signed by the Organizer

Principal

PRINCIPAL
ISLAMIAH COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS)
VANIYAMBADI - 2.